International Verification Services
Utilizing our vast international network of highly trained researchers from over 150 countries we provide International verification services at a reasonable, fixed cost per verification. In addition to our headquarters in Denver, Colorado, Info Cubic maintains regional offices in Tokyo, Japan and China, as well as satellite offices in England and Brazil, allowing us to provide exceptionally quick international verification results from schools and businesses world-wide.

International Employment Verifications
Our research professionals will verify your candidate’s previous or current employment, inclusive of employment dates and position. Per the employer’s policy, reason for leaving and rehire status may also be included. Because our researchers are native and fluent in the language of the country they are contacting, we provide international employment verifications accurately and quickly with the best international turnaround times in the industry. Price for employment verifications is per employer verified.

International Education Verifications
Our International education verification report confirms enrollment dates, degrees, diplomas or certificates awarded, date of graduation, and GPA if possible. We offer international education verifications from universities, colleges, trade and vocational schools, as well as from high schools.

If your candidate did not graduate, we attempt to verify their dates of enrollment and their major course(s) of study. Pricing for education verifications are per degree or educational institution verified.

International Professional License Checks
Our research professionals will validate a stated professional license, registration, credential, or certification in the country where the license was issued. Results may include license status, restrictions, or sanctions. License type can be validated varies by country.

When Will I See the Results?
Info Cubic provides a detailed list of the countries we cover as well as the average turnaround time for each of those countries. We guarantee that your international reference will be contacted within 24 business hours (for the local time zone) after your order is placed, and we will provide you with a status update within 72 business hours of placing your order. Standards in other countries can vary greatly from that of the U.S. and as such, the average turnaround time for an international verification is 15 to 20 business days. Some factors that may affect the turnaround time of your international order are:

- Time zone differences/holidays/seasonal breaks.
- Written requests. Because some businesses/schools require verification requests in writing, delays can occur when correspondence must be mailed to or from a business or school.
- Additional Fees. If the reference requires an additional fee, wire transfers may delay the verification process.
- Signed release/consent forms. The majority of international businesses and schools now require the candidate’s signed release before they will provide verification. When a signed release is not provided at the time you place your order, this can delay the verification.
• Transcripts/degrees. Many schools now require a copy of the student’s degree, diploma or transcript prior to verification. If this information is not provided at the time your order is placed, this may delay obtaining the verification.

The Info Cubic Difference
Our internal staff communicates and audits our international researchers on a daily basis, personally reviewing each and every international order, insuring updated status notes are continually entered as new information become available. This hands-on approach insures that your international orders are completed as accurately and quickly as possible.

For further details call us today at 1-888-925-0922